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Abstract: 
 

Current research in the field of brain-computer interface (BCI) primarily focuses on aiding 

the disabled through creation of a direct communication pathway from the brain to a computer 

system without use of the body’s normal output pathways. This study was designed to further 

develop and test the plausibility of an auditory evoked potential brain-computer interface 

allowing binary decisions. Specifically, the study was conducted to determine whether the two 

concurrent audio streams presented to the subject should have a constant phase relation to each 

other (same stimulus period), or with a drifting phase relation (differing periods).  Neural activity 

was recorded using 16-electrode electroencephalography (EEG) caps as healthy human subjects 

were presented with one audio stream in each ear and asked to focus on just one stream in each 

trial as directed. Results showed that the modulation of event-related potentials by subjects’ 

attention could be classified on a single-trial basis at performance levels between 60 and 100 % 

correct performance, supporting the feasibility of a binary decision auditory BCI. Furthermore, 

the equal-period stimulus condition was found to be significantly better than the unequal periods. 
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1. Introduction: 

 

Brain-computer interface (BCI) systems aim to facilitate interaction between the brain and a 

computer without using the normal output pathways of the central nervous system (Wolpaw et 

al. 2002). One major application of BCI research is the development of communication systems 

that will help people with severe motor impairments, such as amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) 

interact with their surroundings. The majority of BCI research is conducted using 

electroencephalography (EEG) where electrodes are placed on the scalp to record neural activity.  

These EEG based BCI systems have been shown to allow “locked-in” patients to communicate 

through computers (Birbaumer et al. 2000).  

One form of commonly used EEG based BCI system is based on a subject’s imagined 

movements that trigger responses in the sensorimotor rhythm. Some people with motor 

impairments may find this method unsuitable in the long term due to degeneration of the areas of 

the motor cortex. Other EEG based BCI systems have been shown to work using use event 

related potentials associated with visual focus on a target stimulus (Piccione et al. 2006). This 

method may also prove unreliable as in some ALS patients a steady deterioration of the visual 

modality has been observed with a loss of visual focus and ability to direct gaze (Ohki et al. 

1994). Under these circumstances it is reasonable to pursue a BCI system based on auditory 

evoked potentials.  

This particular type of evoked potential can be found time-locked to attended auditory 

stimuli and are differentiated primarily by a negative peak in EEG activity dispersed around the 

vertex of the brain approximately 100 ms after the stimulus (Hillyard et al. 1973). This peak 

proves invaluable to identifying an auditory stimulus in the EEG data and determining directed 
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attention. Previous auditory based BCI systems have been achieved using an oddball paradigm 

where subjects were asked to listen for the sound that indicated the position of a desired 

character in a matrix (Klobassa et al. 2009) (Furdea et al. 2009). While these systems proved 

feasibility of an oddball based auditory BCI speller, the fact that not all subjects achieved control 

and the relatively low level of accuracy for those who did may indicate that such a setup is not 

yet viable for an auditory BCI system. Other clinical groups have achieved auditory systems that 

work with all subjects to some extent and generally maintain greater levels of accuracy , through 

development of a binary setup where the subject must attend to one of two audio streams (Hill et 

al. 2005) (Kanoh et al. 2010). This does, however come at the cost of a lower rate of information 

transmission as a result of only providing a two possible selections. So far there have been two 

different approaches to binary decision BCI systems based on auditory ERPs. One system 

proposed by Hill et al. in 2005 used two streams of auditory stimuli, one for each ear, where the 

relative time from one stream’s stimulus to the other (i.e. the phase relation of the two streams) 

was changing. This system worked in real time and provided levels of accuracy comparable to 

those of a visual or sensorimotor BCI system.  Another proposed by Kanoh et al. in 2010 used 

two streams with equal periods, and hence a fixed phase relation, to achieve the same goal. This 

study will examine which method of stimulus presentation is better for an auditory BCI system. 

 At the onset there are possible advantages and disadvantages to using both types of 

stimuli. The drifting-phase condition has been proven to work in an online real-time BCI system 

(Hill et al. 2011) while a fixed-phase has only been demonstrated to work in offline analysis. 

One possible advantage of the drifting phase is that the two streams will be easier to differentiate 

from each other while the two fixed streams may be perceived as one stream with two 

components, or perhaps as two streams to which the subject finds it possible to attend 
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simultaneously, the “unattended” stream being harder to ignore. However, the fixed-phase 

streams would create a consistently timed response in the brain signals that would be easier for 

the computer to classify compared to the drifting phase where the neural response would differ 

as the timing between the stimuli differed.  

 

2. Methods: 

2.1 Subject task 

Subjects were seated in a comfortable chair about 1 meter from a monitor that served as a 

display screen for the subject. The study was explained to the subject and they were presented 

with each audio stream individually through computer speakers and asked to count deviant tones 

within each stream that had a higher pitch to make sure that they could differentiate them from 

the normal tones. Subjects were then played the streams together to ensure that they could focus 

on one and ignore the other (left and right volumes were separately adjusted if the subject 

reported that one side was harder to ignore than the other). They were then put through a practice 

run of 20 trials. Each trial consisted of a direction, either right or left, that was randomly selected 

by the computer and presented to the subject using a directional arrow and the spelled out word, 

“right” or “left”. The subject was then asked to stay as still as possible mimicking paralysis and 

keeping their vision focused on fixation cross in the center of the screen so that no movement 

related signals are collected while they attempt to focus on the stream that they were directed to. 

They were also asked to count the target tones in the selected stream as an extra measure to 

ensure focus on that stream. After attending to one stream the subject was presented with a 

question mark in the center of the screen and they had to input how many target tones they heard 

as a measure of their ability to pay attention to the selected stream. 
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 After this practice run, the subject was put through three runs of one of the two stimulus 

conditions, each run consisting of 20 trials and being followed by a break of about a minute. 

They were then switched to the other condition for three runs of the other condition. This was 

done to prevent bias toward the condition that was enacted second as a result of time-dependent 

effects such as fatigue, or greater practice with the task. This rotation continued until 6 runs of 

each condition had been completed for a total of 12 runs. Nine subjects ran the drifting condition 

first, whereas 7 subjects ran the fixed condition first. For the first run of each condition no 

feedback was provided as data was compiled on the response of the subject’s brain signals to the 

attended stream. After each run, logistic regression classifier was trained on all the accumulated 

data from the current stimulus condition. Starting with the second run of each condition, the 

classifier weights were loaded into the system for online classification. Subjects were presented 

with a bell sound as the question mark appeared if the computer had correctly classified their 

attention to the directed stream, based on their ERP signals.   

2.2 Signal acquisition 

This study used collected brain signals through the scalp using conductive gel and a 16 

channel electrode cap with ground and reference electrodes at the mastoids. A potential 

equalization cable was also attached to either the arm or neck using a stick-on EKG electrode, to 

remove artifacts created by static buildup. The signals were acquired at 256 Hz by a 16 channel 

amplifier. The signals were then filtered with a high pass at 0.1 Hz and a low pass at 8 Hz 

meaning that only data brain waves within this frequency range were retained. Signals were then 

classified using a logistic regression linear classifier in order to give a decision about which 

stream the subject had attended in any one trial based on past results. The audio streams 

presented to the subjects were also input into a second amplifier to synchronize streams with the 
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recorded signals in data collection. The BCI system was coordinated using BCI2000 software 

with Python coding for the signal processing and application. 

2.3 Auditory streams 

 Auditory input was also directed to a pair of acoustic headphones worn by the subject 

that presented one audio stream to each ear. Streams consisted of a series of tonal stimuli that 

were repeated in set time intervals. Tones presented to the left ear were at a pitch of 768 Hz with 

an amplitude-modulation frequency of 42.7 Hz while those presented to the right were at a pitch 

of 512 Hz with a modulation frequency of 36.6 Hz. Differences in the tones were set to 

maximize the subject’s ability to differentiate between them subjectively. In the fixed-phase 

condition both streams had tones repeated every 492.1 ms meaning the tones were in constant 

relation to each other while in the drifting-phase the left streams tones repeated every 492.1 ms 

while the right streams tones repeated every 546.9 ms creating a changing temporal relation 

between tones of the two streams. In both conditions the left stream began first and consisted of 

8 tones while the right stream occurred at an offset and consisted of 7 tones. In each stream there 

were 1 to 3 target tones that differed from the rest.  A visualization of these audio streams can be 

seen below in figure 1.  
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Figure 1: The differences between the audio streams in the two conditions. The upper image displays a drifting-

phase where the tones of the streams are not in constant temporal relation to each other. The lower image displays 

the fixed-phase where the offset between the two streams is constant. Target tones are also clearly visible in all 

audio streams. 
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3. Results: 

Cumulative averages of neural activity were developed for the responses to the tones of 

each stream. Neural data was collected for the 600 ms after each tone resulting in overlap and the 

inclusion of the response to the tone of the other stream at a later within each data collection 

period.  The two averages, right stream tone responses and left stream tone responses, were then 

subtracted, R - L, to find a single measure of a neural response for each trial. The subtracted 

averages are then grouped based on which stream the subjects was directed to attend while the 

average was taken. Due to the large negative spike in relevant brain impulses after an attended 

stimulus and the small negative spike after an ignored stimulus the attended stream can be found 

in the data. If the subject had attended the left stream then the large negative from the right 

would be subtracted from the small positive response from the right. This would create an overall 

positive result. The opposite would be true when the subject attended to the right stream as the 

small negative spike on the left would be left negative while the small negative response from 

the left side would be subtracted resulting in an overall negative spike in the subtracted averages. 

The response to a single trial is then compared to the cumulative averages in order to detect 

which stream the subject attended. Then the directed stream was compared to the stream that the 

analysis had detected that the subject listened to in order to see if they matched up as expected. 

 The data collected included the individual subjects’ accuracies in each run, meaning the 

frequency with which the subject paid attention to the directed stream and the computer correctly 

classified this attention. Performance for every subject was analyzed in terms of their 

performance in each run as the number of trials progressed. Graphs were created to help analyze 

each subject’s progress. Four selected graphs are included in figure 2 below. 
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Figure 2: graphs indicate the subjects’ performance plotted against the number of trials they had completed. The first 

run of each condition is not included as during these runs no online classifier had yet been loaded—therefore no 

online accuracy data were available. Most subjects showed an increase in performance over time to some degree as 

well as a better overall performance in the fixed conditions versus the drifting condition. 
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The overall accuracies for the two different conditions were compared and it was found 

that the overall accuracy had been better with the fixed-phase. The fixed condition had a mean 

accuracy of 79.86% as compared to an accuracy of 72.12% for the drifting condition. It can also 

be seen below in figure 3 that all subjects except for three attained batter levels of accuracy with 

the fixed-phase condition. To test whether this difference was significant a Wilcoxon sign rank 

test was performed to detect a difference in the true mean ranks for the conditions. This test was 

used due to the fact that no assumptions are necessary about the distribution of the data (the 

frequently-used paired t-test would assume that the data are normally distributed, whereas our 

data, being proportions-correct, are binomially distributed). Using data input into MATLAB 

software for calculations the test confirmed that the difference in the means was indeed 

significant with a p-value of .0016 indicating that this result would only happen .16% of the time 

if the population mean ranks are in fact equal. This means that it is highly unlikely that the true 

population means are in fact similar. Therefore, we can conclude with a good level of certainty 

that the fixed condition did allow subjects to achieve a higher level of accuracy than the drifting 

condition. 
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Figure 3: Illustrates that the majority of subjects attained greater accuracy with the fixed-phase. The majority of 

points fall above the reference line that represents where accuracy would be equal between the conditions. 
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Results also showed an increase in accuracy witnessed over the progression in the trials. 

Based on visual analysis of the data it appeared that subjects’ levels of performance gradually 

increased as the runs continued. Thus, already having identified the fixed condition as the more 

favorable of the two data was compiled about the accuracy of the first and last runs for each 

subject in condition two. It was found that the combined mean accuracy for all subjects in the 

last run of the fixed condition, 82.818%, exceeded the combined mean accuracy for all subjects 

in the first run of the fixed condition, 73.125%. A second Wilcoxon sign rank test was performed 

to test the significance of the difference between these means. Using MATLAB software to 

conduct the second Wilcoxon sign rank test a p-value of .0109 was calculated indicating that 

difference in means this large would only occur 1.09% of the time if the combined mean 

accuracies for the first and last runs of the fixed condition were in fact equal. Therefore, there is 

reasonable evidence to conclude that on average subjects will acquire greater levels of accuracy 

as their experience with the system increases. This increase in performance can only be 

concluded to exist up until the point that six runs of the condition have been completed as no 

data was collected as to what extent this increase would continue past the trial limits of this 

study. It is possible that the increase in accuracy is due to the fact that at the beginning the 

classifier had relatively few trials for comparison. 

 

4. Discussion: 

This study addresses the development of a binary decision, auditory based brain computer 

interface. There have been a few previous attempts at this potentially very useful type of BCI 

system and those attempts have varied greatly in methodology. This study aimed to investigate 
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what parameters are best suited for a binary decision, auditory based BCI system primarily with 

respect to optimal stimulus type.  

 Comparing the methodology derived from the prior studies this investigation determined 

that the optimal stimulus type included two audio streams of tones presented individually to the 

ears at a constant offset rather than a constantly drifting offset The increase in accuracy with this 

fixed-phase indicates that the consistent neural responses elicited by this constant offset are more 

easily differentiated by a classification algorithm. Also this indicates that the subject is able to 

perceptually differentiate between the streams despite their constant relation to each other and 

that their perception allows them to focus on one and block out the other. Thus, it is logical that 

future studies performed in pursuit of an auditory BCI system would take these factors into 

account when designing the proper stimulus systems.  

 This investigation also builds on the results presented by Hill et al. that provided 

evidence for the function and feasibility of an online system for binary decisions. The setup 

presented here also allows for comparable and in some cases greater levels of accuracy and 

proved feasibility with only 16 EEG electrodes. In addition to adding to the foundation of 

auditory BCI research these results indicate that due to the dispersed nature of the auditory 

response it is possible to pick up useful and relevant signals without the usage of superfluous 

electrodes and therefore extra complication of the setup and discomfort for the subject. 

 Also, the noted increase in subject improvement over number of trials may indicate that a 

degree of learning may be possible with this kind of setup. This may indicate that even higher 

levels of accuracy are possible as subjects become further acclimated to the system. 
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5. Conclusions 

The results from this study have shown plausibility of an auditory EEG-based BCI system 

for binary decisions using only 16 electrodes, that a degree of improvement over the first 120 or 

so trials is possible with this setup, and that the fixed-phase is the best choice when presenting a 

subject with auditory stimuli.  

 This being said further research is necessary to elaborate upon these results. Knowing 

that a fixed-phase is preferable the next logical steps would be to determine what speeds would 

be optimal as well as how many different synchronous streams can be presented to the subject. 

This may be useful as additional audio streams would allow for additional choices and therefore 

a greater rate of information transfer than a binary setup. 

 Also it should be investigated to what extended the learning witnessed here would 

continue as the subject’s experience with the system increased. Lastly, while this study proved 

plausibility with 16 electrodes it would be prudent to determine what number and locations of 

electrodes would prove most useful while at the same time minimizing complication of the 

system and discomfort to the subject. 

 It should also be noted that while this study has achieved high levels of accuracy for a 

BCI system higher levels of accuracy and an easily taught application setup are necessary before 

permitting a commercial or even assistive application.  
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